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Summary: This paper focuses on one of the key technologies for high-contrast imaging of po-
tentially Earth-like exoplanets: optical stability through Wavefront Sensing and Control (WFS&C).
We briefly review the state of the art in both ground based Extreme Adaptive Optics (ExAO) sys-
tems and controlled laboratory experiments dedicated to upcoming space-based missions. Much
emphasis is often placed on singular science-related metrics like contrast, while the ability to
achieve this contrast over broader bandpasses, a greater range of spatial frequencies, and for a
broad range of timescales is just as critical. The latter requires increased WFS&C complexity. As
systems have advanced, this additional complexity has been demonstrated and the risk associated
with it has been retired. We posit that the maturity of WFS&C technologies is best captured as the
ratio of demonstrated science capability to architecture risk. We find that the past two decades of
combined progress in ExAO and NASA funded experiments has steadily improved the state of the
art and we are on track to enable the WFS&C technologies necessary for missions such as HabEx
and LUVOIR by ∼2025. Even if such technologies have never flown in space, they are well within
our reach in the next decade. In order to achieve this milestone we recommend that NASA fol-
lows a strategic plan which capitalizes on the combined strengths of ExAO instrumentation and
technology testbeds. This will require a cohesive program with dedicated funding lines that foster
cross pollination between ground-based instrument builders and NASA technologists. Finally we
emphasize the importance of WFIRST-CGI, which has already achieved significant milestones in
Phase A, demonstrating for the first time the exquisite performance of an ExAO-like system in a
stabilized environment. WFIRST-CGI will be the first demonstration of an ExAO system in space,
a key technical milestone in the search for bio-signatures.
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1 Key Issue
Decades of exoplanet observations using a variety of techniques have revealed a nearly fantastical
universe, filled with exoplanets of an astounding variety. But we have yet to answer, do other Earth-
like planets exist? And do they provide an opportunity for life to arise elsewhere? Answering these
questions by searching for and characterizing other potentially Earth-like worlds around Sun-like
stars is within our grasp for the first time. Indeed, conducting this ambitious experiment is one
of the key recommendations of the recent NAS Exoplanet Science Strategy Report [1], and a core
focus for two of the four large mission concept studies commissioned by NASA in preparation for
Astro2020 [2, 3].

Characterizing potentially Earth-like planets will not be easy. ExoEarths are as faint as some
of the faintest extragalactic sources ever detected by Hubble. Spectroscopic exposures to detect
potential bio-signatures on these sources will be photon-starved. Even more challenging than
extragalactic sources, exoplanets hide in the glare of their host stars, which can be more than ten
billion times brighter than the light reflected by the planets. To see these potentially Earth-like
planets, we must block the starlight while allowing the planets’ light to pass through by using a
series of exquisitely optimized optical masks, i.e. a coronagraph.

This paper focuses on one of the key technologies for high contrast coronagraphy: optical
stability through Wavefront Sensing and Control (WFS&C). We limit our discussion to stability
solutions physically located within the science instrument. Separate white papers by Coyle et al.
and Feinberg et al. discuss technologies for optics at the observatory level (telescope, structures,
spacecraft). We show that progress over the past decade in dedicated high-contrast testbeds and in
Extreme Adaptive Optics (ExAO) instruments has matured WFS&C to a point that is well within
reach of what missions like HabEx and LUVOIR need. In order to achieve full readiness by
the mid-decade, we recommend that NASA creates funding/programmatic vehicles that enable
technologists to capitalize on the remarkable innovation rate of the ExAO community.

2 Technical Overview
Coronagraphs must be designed with the telescope as a system; the geometry of the primary and
secondary mirrors, support structures, and segment gaps have a significant impact on performance.
Ten years ago, there was not even an adequate theoretical solution for coronagraphs with seg-
mented/obscured telescopes. Significant progress has occurred since then [4, 5, 6]. Today’s limita-
tions reside in designing coronagraphs that are robust to misalignments and, at the same time, have
a sufficiently high throughput when the telescope features a central obscuration (see [7] for details).
We now have theoretical coronagraph designs for segmented/obscured apertures that will enable
the detection and characterization of Earth-like planets (see white paper by Crill et al). However,
these designs will only translate into actual observations if their optical stability requirements are
met.

2.1 Optical stability and Wavefront Sensing and Control (WFS&C)
To maintain a desired constrast, all coronagraphs require stability over a range of spatial scales.
Some of these instabilities are filtered out by the static response of the coronagraph [8, 9] (this is
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also called robustness to misalignments), some can be controlled/damped at the observatory level,
and others can be allowed to vary, with their impact averaging out. However, all coronagraph de-
signs have a range of pathological misalignment modes to which they are very sensitive. For those
modes, to maintain starlight suppression of ∼ 10−10, pm-level stability must be maintained and
controlled as fast as possible. The solution is to introduce Deformable Mirrors (DMs) within the
coronagraphic instrument that dynamically adjust to correct wavefront error, along with a wave-
front sensing (WFS) system that estimates these errors. Such a system greatly relaxes requirements
on the observatory, since pm stability now must only be maintained for the amount of time it takes
to sense and correct the wavefront.

Figure 1 shows the flow of light and information for a typical WFS&C system. The observatory
level corrections, which we do not discuss here, are shown in the telescope box on the left. Some of
the light is separated from the main science beam and reaches WFS&C channel(s), that calculate
the wavefront error in real time on board the telescope, and determine the updates to the DMs (and
potentially the telescope). While maintaining pm stability during the WFS cycle is challenging, it
is not impossible. The LISA pathfinder mission already demonstrated Optical Path Length (OPL)
stabilization that is in principle commensurate with stable starlight rejection of ∼ 10−10. e-LISA’s
modern passive dampers along with a laser-based metrology system limited the relative accelera-
tion between two test masses, separated by 30 cm, all the way down to 10 fm s−2/sqrt(Hz), over
timescales ranging from ten seconds to three hours [10]. At timescales of the order of minutes,
these performances can be understood as OPL drifts of about five picometers, remarkably close
to what is needed for exoearth imaging in space [11]. Similar measurements have been also car-
ried out for an imaging telescopes in a controlled testbed environment [12], see the whitepaper by
Feinberg et al. for more details.

2.2 Ground Based ExAO vs space based WFS&C
Starlight suppression of a few parts in ten billion has already been demonstrated [13] in a con-
trolled testbed environment and with a clear aperture. To date, there has been no end-to-end
space-based demonstration of a telescope + coronagraph system that operates at this level of rejec-
tion. However, taken independently, the subsystems illustrated on Fig 1 all have a rich history of
tests/characterization, either in a laboratory environment, or on-sky with ground-based telescopes,
or on orbit. Overall, the challenge associated with coronagraph-based search for life endeavors
reside less in the basic technological ingredients, and more in having all of them work together
integrated into a complex system with multiple control loops interacting across a range of spatial
and temporal scales.

Extreme Adaptive Optics (ExAO). Ground based ExAO instruments routinely take advan-
tage of the architecture in Fig. 1 to yield the image stability necessary to discover young giant
planets [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. Because the spatial and temporal scales of atmospheric turbu-
lence are correlated, achieving image stability close to the star requires correcting a larger number
of modes faster [20, 21, 22]. This significantly increases the system complexity associated with
ExAO instruments. This push towards faster systems is one of the key drivers underlying exoplanet
imaging instrumentations for Extremely Large Telescopes (ELTs). It will bring to full maturity al-
gorithmic advances such as optimal modal decompositions [23] and predictive [24, 25] control and
will occur regardless of NASA programmatic decisions. However future missions will greatly ben-
efit from these innovations. Remaining temporal image variations are subtracted using optimized
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Figure 1: Left Illustration of the main subsystems needed for ExoEarth imaging from space with
a coronagraph. Images at the science camera anchor the Deformable Mirrors (DMs) shapes at
the ∼ cadence of science exposures. For faster variations, auxiliary wavefront sensors provide the
information needed for DM updates. This information is fundamentally limited by the numbers of
photons received from the exoplanets’ host stars. Right: Representation of the instrument WFS&C
response in the frequency domain. Above the cutoff frequency FMax, set by the photon noise, telescope
imperfections cannot be corrected by the science instrument. If passive structural damping at the
observatory level yields residuals above this frequency, an active metrology system is necessary at the
observatory level.

observation strategies and post-processing algorithms [26, 27, 28], which will also become more
sophisticated as ELTs will try to detect planet as close as possible to their host star [29].

Space based coronagraphs. Today’s generation of space-based coronagraphs do not feature
DMs. Instead, it places a premium on making the environment as stable as possible. HST repre-
sents the state or the art, with a stability in a Low Earth Orbit resulting in contrasts at the ∼ 10−6

level, after post-processing [30]. Models of an improved environment at L2 yields similar perfor-
mances, at much better resolution and sensitivity, for JWST [31] (albeit at longer wavelengths).
WFIRST-CGI simulations predict that a much deeper static contrast can be reached once DMs are
added [32]. We note that the fundamental coupling between temporal and spatial scales limiting
the angular resolution of ground-based observations can be addressed by design for a space-based
observatory: engineers can design the thermal and dynamical response of a space telescopes ob-
servatory better than they can control the weather. This careful engineering hinges on mechanical
and thermal modeling of the observatory (spacecraft+telescope+instruments), which plays a key
role in predicting the performances of coronagraphs in space [32, 31]. Such models are extremely
complex and have never been fully validated against flight hardware, even at the nanometer level,
let alone at the picometer level. Recent JWST cryo-vac thermal tests were a first step towards rec-
onciling observatory integrated models and flight hardware [31]. JWST and WFIRST flight-data
will further solidify the fidelity of these models.
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ExAO from space. To date, an instrument with auxiliary WFS and DMs has never flown in
space. However this is exactly what two of the concepts presented as input to Astro 2020 are
proposing, de facto implementing an ExAO system in space (see Fig. 1). Such architectures have
been chosen because of the risk/uncertainties associated with open loop wavefront stabilty. Indeed
the “set and forget” observing paradigm, hinges on the observatory integrated models to be exactly
right (at the picometer level), with little room for uncertainty factors. The envisioned closed loop
operations flow as follows. The static and very slow errors will be removed by the DMs using
diagnostics based on the actual science exposures, as done in [13], using algorithms similar to
the ones described in [33, 34, 35]. Note that optical aberrations in the telescope element which
change as a function of polarization state, present a particular challenge to achieving deep static
contrast [36] because any single set of DM settings can only compensate for the aberrations of one
polarization state at a time. Recent simulations, based on the LUVOIR prescription, showed that
after DM corrections, residual polarization resulted in a minor deterioration in contrast close to the
coronagraph mask and minimal contrast impact elsewhere. Auxiliary wavefront sensors will then
provide DM corrections at a cadence faster than the science exposures. The right panel of Fig. 1
illustrates their temporal response (in frequency space). Such technologies, and their operations,
have been matured at ground-based observatories, and technology development for future missions
needs to optimize them in order to reduce the close loop residual misalignments from the nanome-
ter scale to the picometer scale. As a matter of fact this process is exactly what happened for
the WFIRST-CGI instrument: the Zernike WFS was first envisioned and tested for ground based
telescopes [37, 38], but quickly adopted and demonstrated in a relevant laboratory environment
for WFIRST [39, 40]. Exo-Earth finding missions will have to control more spatial modes than
WFIRST, and will require a more optimized WFS architecture. This is where technology transfer
between ground based ExAO instruments and space-based missions can be immensely beneficial.

2.3 The importance of WFS architectures
When discussing the feasibility of WFS&C, it is common to focus on the component level, for
which there is a major risk associated with successful flight and operations of high density (1000+
actuators) DMs technologies capable of repeatable motions at the picometer resolution. Discussing
the readiness of such devices is beyond the scope of this paper, and we refer the readers to the
discussions in [41, 42, 43] on this topic. Here we assume that the demonstration in [13], combined
with future flight projects (either with small satellites [44] or WFIRST-CGI, whitepaper by Bailey
et al.) , serves as a robust enough proof of concept as far as DM technologies are concerned.

If the DMs risk is retired, the ultimate performances of WFS&C (or of ExAO) are largely
determined at the system level, where the key driver is WFS architecture. Because this sensor is
fed with stellar photons, the optimal WFS exposure time is fundamentally set by shot noise from
the stellar flux. This results in an upper limit (Fmax) on the update frequency of the DMs. Under
the assumption of perfect components (DMs and detectors) and no control lag, the residual contrast
stability also scales with the SNR of the WF estimate. Improving the science performance of an
active coronagraphic WFS&C system thus requires estimating the fastest variations possible with
sufficient SNR. As a result, an optimal WFS should:

a) receive as many stellar photons as possible. This is achieved by capturing the starlight that
is rejected from the coronagraph masks by designing masks as “beamsplitters”.
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b) minimize the number of optics in the science channel after the WFS pick-off (also called
Non-Common Path, NCP). If such optics get misaligned on timescales faster than the science
exposure, then the associated image artifacts cannot be sensed and corrected.

c) efficiently convert nanometers of misalignment into intensity variations that can be sensed
by a detector. This is quantified using a scalar number, called WFS efficiency that relates
WF error and the measurement’s photon noise [14, 22].

Table 1 lists some of the WFS architectures in use and being developed today, both for ground-
and space-based observatories. The possible architectures for WFSC are many, and the parameter
space is vast. They differ significantly in implementation and experimental research in this domain
has allowed us to better understand WFS optimization, illustrating the cross-pollination of ground-
based ExAO efforts and space-based coronagraph development. The architecture parameter space
is too vast to be fully explored and tested in the context of a space mission. It is much more efficient
to rapidly prototype and validate using ground-based instrumentation, and then transfer the most
promissing architectures to NASA facilities dedicated to technology maturation.

Table 1: Summary of WFS&C technologies demonstrated (either on ground-based telescopes or in
dedicated testbeds) over the past decade.

Context % of star
flux

Efficiency NCP optics Notes

Ground based telescopes
GPI/SPHERE AO [16, 17] 100 > 2 20+, λSci 6=

λWFS&C

Shack Hartman sensor not sensitive to low order spa-
tial modes. WFS&C 6= science wavelength.

GPI LOWFS [45] 95 > 5 3 Post coronagraph shack Hartman sensor
Mag AO/LBT [46, 47] 100

√
2 20+, λSci 6=

λWFS&C

Pyramid sensor, loses efficiency when modulated

Focal Plane WFS [48] 10 1 20+ Short exposures in focal plane
Zernike WF [38] 100 1 20+ Cannot be used with coronagraph in the SPHERE im-

plementation
Lyot based WFS [49, 50] 95 1 1 Works with a variety of coronagraphs

Technology testbeds
LDFC [49, 51] < 1 1 0 Uses the light outside of the region interest on the sci-

ence camera
SCC [52] 10 1 1 Turns in the science camera into an interferometer
WFIRST LOWFS,
Zernike [39]

95 1 3 Will fly with WFIRST-CGI

Knife Edge WFS [53] 100 1 20+, λSci 6=
λWFS&C

Cannot be used with coronagraph, sensing needs to
occur at another wavelength.

2.4 Contrast and complexity as yardsticks of progress
Contrast: The ultimate science performance of coronagraphs is determined by the ability to detect
faint planets nearby their host stars. Therefore contrast is commonly used as an expression of the
performance of a coronagraph. ExAO coronagraphs are driven by the ability to sense and correct
wavefront changes with DMs, and the stability/knowledge of the closed loop residuals. The former
scales as raw contrast and the latter as post-processing gain. Because they have no control over the
incident disturbance (atmospheric turbulence or drifts in the telescope), ground based systems rely
heavily on increasingly sophisticated image analysis algorithms to mitigate the residual noise and
find exoplanets. On the other hand, a dedicated space mission operates in a controlled environment
in which the incident disturbance can, in principle, be made deterministic. In that context, coro-
nagraphic WFS&C enables larger observatory level drifts (thus reducing observatory complexity)
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and mitigates some level of stochasticity in misalignments (decoupling performance from model
accuracy, thus reducing risk). Post-processing gains obtained on experiments dedicated to space
missions often reflect the environmental stability of a given testbed, that might not be commensu-
rate with projected flight performances. As a result, state of the art in ground based ExAO systems
is best captured by the actual flux ratio of detected exoplanets (including post processing) while
technology testbeds are best described by their raw contrast.

Table 2: Observations/testbeds considered to derive coronagraph WFS&C nulling efficiency. For
ground-based instruments we used properties of actual exoplanets detected as a measure for contrast
and separation. For technology testbed we use the raw contrast numbers reported in the literature

Context # of
Modes

Texp,Fmax Sep (λ/D) Contrast Notes

Ground based planet discoveries
2M1207b, 2004 [54] ∼ 30 ∼ 1hr, 200 Hz 19 5× 10−3 No coronagraph, IR WFS&C.
HR8799bcd, 2008 [55] ∼ 100 ∼ 1hr, 500 Hz 14.5 4× 10−5 No coronagraph, Vis WFS&C.
51 Eri b, 2015 [56] ∼ 1000 ∼ 1hr, 100 Hz 11 2× 10−6 No coronagraph, Vis WFS&C.

Technology tesbeds
JPL, HCIT HLC, 2007
[13]

1 ∼ 20hrs, 1/ (0.9× 20hrs) 3 2.5 ×
10−10

One mode corrected at each iteration of EFC
[34]. In the absence of mission DRMs
timescales of static testbeds are hard to de-
termine. We used the generic 10% overhead
along with 20 hrs exposure times [7]

JPL, HCIT Vortex, 2011
[57]

1 ∼ 20hrs, 1/ (0.9× 20hrs)
Hz

2 1.2×10−8 Same as above

WFIRST-CGI SPC, Static
[58]

1 ∼ 20hrs, 1/ (0.9× 20hrs)
Hz

6.5 7× 10−9 Same as above. Early cycles WFIRST-CGI
Shaped Pupil Coronagraph (SPC) design.

WFIRST-CGI HLC, Static
[58]

1 ∼ 20hrs, 1/ (0.9× 20hrs)
Hz

3 1.6×10−9 Same as above. Early cycles WFIRST-CGI
Hybrid Lyot Coronagraph (HLC) design.

WFIRST-CGI HLC, Dy-
namic, open loops [59]

1 ∼ 20hrs, 1/ (0.9× 20hrs)
Hz

3 2× 10−7 For this test wavefront variation larger than
the testbed environment were injected.

WFIRST-CGI HLC, Dy-
namic, closed loops [40]

3 ∼ 20hrs, 1 Hz 3 7× 10−9 For this test wavefront variation larger than
the testbed environment were injected and
corrected.

WFIRST-CGI SPC, Dy-
namic, closed loops [40]

3 ∼ 20hrs, 1 Hz 4 8× 10−9 Same as above.

GSFC, VNC, Static, 2013 200 ∼ 3.5hrs, 4 Hz 2 5.5×10−9 Narrowband with no pupil shear. Performed
in ambient lab environment.

Instrument complexity: Introducing ExAO-like instrumentation into a space-based observa-
tory mitigates the risk associated with the thermal and mechanical stability of the telescope’s large
structures. However, the complex WFS&C architectures discussed above also appear as a risky
leap forward when compared to ongoing observations with HST. In this context, it is critical to
remember that ground-based instruments routinely rely on very similar control systems, albeit at
a contrast much shallower than what is needed to image Earth twins. They operate night after
night, under the unforgiving thermal gradients of a mountain summit, and still yield misalignment
residuals often no larger than a few tens of nanometers (as a reference, the overall JWST wavefront
error budget is also a few tens of nanometers). Decades of successes in ExAO instrumentation have
already retired a significant fraction of the complexity risk associated with space based WFS&C.
We capture this feature by quantifying “how hard” a given instrument or testbed is trying to correct
time varying misalignments. We quantify it as the product of the number of independent spatial
modes and of the span of timescales corrected (in logarithmic scale).

Ratio of contrast and complexity: We posit a new metric that better reflects progress in the
field of coronagraphic WFS&C. When dividing contrast by system complexity for a given instru-
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Figure 2: Coronagraph WFS&C modal nulling efficiency as a function of time. The performance has
steadily improved over the past two decades. Should progress keep following this pace, coronagraph
WFS&C modal nulling efficiency will reach the level required for HabEx or LUVOIR by the mid
2020’s.

ment/testbed experiment, one combines demonstrated science performance and retired risk asso-
ciated with system complexity. We use this ratio to capture the combined state of art of WFS&C
in controlled testbeds and ExAO at ground-based telescopes. Note that this ratio is also physically
motivated. It scales as the post-coronagraph residual misalignments per corrected mode and per
decade of temporal bandwidth. We call this contrast-to-complexity ratio the coronagraph WFS&C
modal nulling efficiency.

3 Strategic plan, cost, schedule

3.1 State of the art
Our strategic plan is informed by a review of the state of the art under the light of the considerations
discussed above. To do so, we collected the properties of today’s ExAO systems and technology
testbeds in Table 2 and calculated coronagraph WFS&C modal nulling efficiency for each one of
them. Fig. 2 shows how the ratio of science performance and complexity has evolved over time.
While the variety of technology testbeds and deployed ExAO systems over the years results in
large scatter, the ultimate performance floor under this metric has steadily improved. At first, the
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Figure 3: Deconstructing coronagraph modal efficiency: Contrast as a function of system complexity
(measured as number of modes per decade of temporal bandpass). While complexity and contrast
have steadilty improved for ground based ExAO systems, technogy testbeds focused on very simple
WFS&C architectures up until the mid 2010’s. Experiments associated with WFIRST-CGI have com-
pletely changed this paradigm, they ought to be extended into the next decade.

complexity of instrument based WFS&C necessary for HabEx or LUVOIR seems a paradigm shift
when compared to HST or JWST. However, after a closer look at it, Fig. 2 shows that continuing
along current progress will result into the required technology demonstration by ∼2025. NASA
should aggressively pursue such technologies; they are well within reach in the next decade.

This analysis also reinforces the conclusions of the whitepaper by Crill et al.: the static problem
associated with the telescope geometry has been largely solved at the very high level. Indeed, when
considering either WFS&C modal nulling efficiency vs time in Fig. 2, or contrast vs WFS&C com-
plexity left panel of Fig. 3, progress does not correlate with aperture complexity. This statement
was hard to fathom a decade ago.

3.2 Transfer of ExAO technologies to NASA
In order to reach the coronagraph modal nulling efficiencies required for HabEX or LUVOIR
within ∼5 years NASA must articulate a cohesive instrumentation program. This program ought
to leverage the strengths of ground based ExAO, and transfer them to space based instrumentation.
Motivated by the ELTs, the ground-based ExAO community will continue to innovate and mature
accurate and efficient WFS architectures (as indicated on Table 1). Algorithmic advances, ranging
from optimal modal decompositions [23] to predictive [24, 25] will be validated on sky and ready
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to be pushed to deeper contrasts in the context of ExoEarth imaging. In principle these predictive
WFS&C algorithms can greatly relax observatory requirements [60], but are only scarcely used
today on space technology testbeds[61, 62, 63]. Such a program would bring these promising
algorithms to full maturity. This program would greatly benefit from a small, early investment by
NASA to acquire a few dozens of technical nights on 8 meter class telescopes early in the decade.

3.3 Dedicated technology testbed
Dedicated technology testbeds, under a controlled environment, need to demonstrate both the level
of contrast required for HabEx or LUVOIR and the system complexity (the relevant range of spa-
tial and temporal scales). The facilities to demonstrate this already exist (summarized in the white
paper by Mazoyer et al.). We recommend that the experimental schedule of these testbeds be
planned in light or our previous recommendation. Controlled environments are the only platform
to reach ∼ 10−10. Thus, these experiments ought to first focus on what they can do best: val-
idating the theoretical sensitivity (or robustness) of coronagraphs to pathological misalignments.
While there now exists a variety of robust designs [8, 9], verifying robustness cannot be done
from ground-based telescopes. Such empirical validations are key to extrapolate testbed results
to science performances in the formulation phase of any mission. Unfortunately, to the notable
exception of recent work on WFIRST-CGI [64], such measurements are often neglected because
they are very difficult to carry out [65]. NASA should prioritize the use of existing dedicated tech-
nology facilities for such coronagraph model validations. The level of funding for such facilities is
currently adequate.

3.4 Funding vehicles for WFS&C technologies
The activities discussed above could either be funded under existing NASA technology calls, or
under a dedicated effort. The cost and schedule benefits of such a maturation are argued in the
whitepaper by Crooke et al.. To mature technologies for missions like LUVOIR/HabEx by the
mid 2020’s as suggested, a dedicated funding effort is likely the only feasible option. Distributing
the adequate level of funding throughout a number of scattered technology calls is less likely to
deliver true paradigm shifting milestones; a cohesive program, such as the one carried out for the
coronagraph design and optimization (described in Crill et. al), is much more likely to succeed.
Indeed, key historical milestones for WFS&C have typically been achieved in the context of an
actual ground-based instrument or a mission in phase A or later; early investments via dedicated
programs have enabled these results.

3.5 Continued work WFIRST-CGI
WFIRST-CGI will be the first demonstration of an ExAO system in space, a key milestone in the
search for potentially Earth-like planets. Prior to WFIRST-CGI, space technology testbeds did not
attempt to add any system complexity to tackle temporal drifts. Driven by milestones associated
with WFIRST phase A, the first ExAO-like system was deployed in a stabilized environment and
successfully demonstrated at contrasts of ∼ 7 × 10−9 [40]. Fig. 3 highlights the important role
of this testbed, which for the first time links ground based ExAO systems and technology testbed.
It is critical that these investigations continue, and that these results are confirmed on-sky after
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WFIRST-CGI launches. Bailey et al. [66] demonstrated how WFIRST-CGI would mature a wide
range of technologies—it also plays a critical role in the overall arc of bringing to space complex
WFS&C systems, inspired by ground-based instrumentation. In this paper we have argued that this
arc is key to the success of the NASA’s search of bio-signatures. We thus naturally recommend that
the first successful example of such technogy transfer actually gets the opportunity to demonstrate
flight readiness and maturity.
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